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PROJECT DESCRIPTION
Overview
All teachers should be antiracist educators. In order to best serve Black, Indigenous,
People of Color (BIPOC) and their identities, it is essential for all educators to develop antiracist
practices and incorporate them into their classrooms. The purpose of this project is to answer the
research question: How can educators be antiracist and incorporate antiracist practices into
teaching elementary students? This project will be a series of five professional developments
(PDs) that examine implicit biases, evaluate discipline practices that support the school to prison
pipeline, close the opportunity gap, develop culturally relevant teaching into curriculum, and add
ELL supports into lessons. Through the use of PDs, educators will be able to start developing an
antiracist classroom. Developing an antiracist classroom is work that does not end and needs to
constantly be learned, therefore it is essential educators continue their work even when the PDs
are completed.
Project Description
The purpose of this capstone project is to answer the research question: How can
educators be antiracist and incorporate antiracist practices into teaching elementary students?
The project consists of a series of professional development sessions with activities that lead
teachers through various antiracism work. The PD includes five sessions with a duration of one
hour to: 1) examine implicit biases, 2) evaluate practices that contribute to the school to prison
pipeline, 3) develop strong relationships to close the opportunity gap, 4) incorporate culturally
relevant pedagogy into lessons, and 5) incorporate supports into lessons for ELLs.
Each PD follows the same structure beginning with welcome and introductions.
Following the welcome, participants engage in a team building exercise in order to display
vulnerability before engaging in difficult conversations about race and racism. Next, participants
will review the information from the previous PD. Then, lesson for the new information is
presented. In some PDs, such as the ones for the opportunity gap and culturally relevant
pedagogy, participants will need to bring a lesson from the following week for independent or
group work. Finally, each session concludes with participants writing reflections about the
session and how they will use the information to develop antiracist teaching practices.
This series of professional developments is meant to be a starting point for educators to
integrate antiracist practices into teaching. Antiracist work, especially for educators, is one that
requires constant reflection and continuous research therefore, educators will be provided with a
list of resources at the end of the PD series in order to continue their development. The list of
resources includes books, podcasts, articles, and social media resources that support educators to
continue their work of creating an antiracist classroom. The variety of platforms is to provide
resources that appeal to the educator and the way they learn or spend their time.
These five professional developments, along with the resource list, provides elementary
educators with the start to develop antiracist practices. Because antiracist work does not have an
end goal but requires constant learning, educators must use what they have learned from the
professional developments and continue to develop antiracist skills in order to create a safe space
for BIPOC students in their classroom. The next section will discuss the research that supports
the choice of using professional developments for antiracist training.
The intended audience for these PD sessions is all teachers and staff who work with
BIPOC children in an elementary school setting, especially in urban communities. The term
“educator” includes homeroom teachers, specialists, paraprofessionals, special education, ESL,




Implicit Bias PD Lesson Plan
Time Activity Materials Citations
2:30-2:35 Welcome/Introductions
● S1: Welcome to the first session in How to be an
Antiracist Educator. Today we will be discussing implicit
bias and how it affects the way we interact and teach our
students.
● S2: Here is the schedule for today’s session (read slide)
PowerPoint
2:35-2:45 Team Building
● S3: First, let’s start with some team building. With the
people at your table go around and share: What is
something people wouldn’t know about you just by
looking at you? Why is it important to you?
2:45-2:55 Implicit Bias Activity
The Tag Game:
● Each of you received a piece of paper as you walked in.
Without talking, I would like for you to split up into
small groups of 4-5 people
● Repeat 2 more times
After activity questions:
● What was your strategy for splitting up into smaller
groups?
● Did anyone look beyond the tags people were wearing?
Why?
Affinity Bias
● This is one example of implicit bias known as affinity
bias
● Affinity bias is the tendency to work with or form
relationships with those who are like us. Notice how I
did not say you needed to get into groups that had the









2:55-3:25 Lesson: Implicit Bias
● S4: (Name) can you read our objective for today’s PD?
(T reads). Thank you! We also have our agreement at the
bottom that we created at the beginning of the year






sign our names to it, let's read the agreements all together
in lieu of signing our names. (choral read)
● S5: (read slide) Unconscious is key to implicit bias. Even
if you consider yourself to be extremely open minded it
doesn’t matter. These are ways you feel that you don’t
even realize and this applies to every single person.
● S6: Today we are going to focus on how our implicit
biases can impact our work as educators with our
students and coworkers. We will go more in-depth for
each of these but this is the list that we will be focusing
on. First, our implicit biases can affect the relationships
we have with both our students and our coworkers.
Implicit biases contribute to the opportunity gap that we
strive to close. It affects the way we choose to discipline
students of color. And it affects the way educators work
with different genders of students and what they
encourage them to pursue.
● S7: As we saw in our activity at the beginning of the
session, our implicit biases can impact who we choose to
have relationships with. We tend to choose who we work
with or which students we develop a relationship with
based on who is more similar to us. Our implicit biases
prevent us from reaching out to those who look or
behave differently from us. With the person sitting next
to you I want you to take a minute to discuss some of the
disadvantages of not working with other educators that
are different from you. (1 min T-P-S) Let’s come back to
the group in 3, in 2, in 1. (1 min to share whole group)
Now turn to someone else at your table and share some
of the disadvantages of not developing relationships with
students who look or behave differently from you. (1 min
T-P-S) Come back to the group in 3, in 2, in 1. (1 min to
share whole group.)
● S8: Another way our implicit biases can impact our
students is by contributing to the opportunity gap.
Teachers with greater anti-Black bias leads to greater
disparities in test scores between Black students and their
white peers.
○ Studies have also found that teachers are more
likely to give students lower grades if they
previously received low grades. The opposite is
also true, teachers gave higher grades to students
that had previously received higher grades. This
is known as the halo effect. The halo effect does
not accurately show student progress because of
implicit bias.
● S9: Our implicit biases significantly affect the way we
choose to discipline our students. (read slide) Black boys
are more likely to be suspended from school than any



















suspended at an alarmingly fast rate. Suspensions, and
even removing a student from the classroom, greatly
contributes to the school to prison pipeline. Each time a
student is removed from the classroom or suspended the
chance of being in juvenile detention or incarceration in
adulthood increases.
● S10: The gender of students can also be a part of our
implicit bias. As it says on the slide, the studies I looked
at only considered two genders boys and girls. Boys
outperform girls in math which leads to them
outperforming in STEM programs and going into high
profit careers. Even though the majority of teachers are
women there implicit biases encourage boys to pursue
STEM programs over students who are girls.
● S11: Just as Ibram X. Kendi says “racism isn’t who you
are it is what you are.” Implicit bias should be viewed as
a bad habit that you can fix.
● S12: If you’re like me after hearing about this and think
“Great! Let’s get started!” This is how we break the habit
of implicit bias. (read slide) During our sessions we will
cover curriculum and policy change but today I
encourage you to start the work by consistently reflecting
on your teaching practices to gain awareness. Only then
will you kick the habit and be able to go further.
● S13: In our upcoming sessions we will go further into
curriculum and policy change by looking at (read slide)
3:25-3:30 Closing/Reflection
● Each table has puzzle pieces to put together. Take the
next three minutes to complete your puzzle together at
your table.
● This topic is uncomfortable and hard work but it helps us
reach our goal to put our students at the center of
everything we do. We do this hard work for them.








Implicit Bias PD Slides
Post Implicit Bias Reflection
How to be an Antiracist Educator: Implicit Bias
Reflection Questions:
1. What is the biggest takeaway from the professional development, How to
be an Antiracist Educator: Implicit Bias?
2. How has this professional development shifted your thinking of your own
teaching practices?
3. In what ways will you work to reduce implicit bias in your teaching
practices?
Appendix B
School to Prison Pipeline
School to Prison Pipeline PD Lesson Plan
Time Activity Materials Citation
2:30-2:35 Welcome/Introductions
● S1: Welcome to the second session of How to be an
Antiracist Educator. Today we are going to focus on the
school to prison pipeline




● Each table will form a small circle with a ball. The ball has
multiple questions on it. When you catch the ball, read the
question that one of your thumbs lands on and share with
the team. Once you throw the ball to someone else, sit
down. Continue until everyone has shared.
● Questions on the ball include:
○ What is your favorite memory from elementary
school?
○ What was your favorite subject in school? Why?
○ What was something you had in your locker as a
kid? Why did you have it in your locker?







● S3: (Name) can you read our objective for today’s PD? (T
reads). Thank you! We also have our agreement at the
bottom that we created at the beginning of the year
together. Because it’s on the powerpoint and we can’t sign
our names to it, let's read the agreements all together in lieu
of signing our names. (choral read)
● S4: In our last session, we discussed implicit bias. Implicit
biases are unconscious thoughts that affect how we interact
with other people based on race, gender, culture, language,
and so much more. In education, our implicit biases affect
the way we develop relationships with students, implicit
biases contribute to the opportunity gap, and dictate how
we discipline students.
● S5: Play video (12:24 minutes)
○ What resonated with you most from this video?
○ What did you disagree with?
○ Does this remind you of a student in your
classroom (now or in the past)? Is there anything













3:05-3:25 Jigsaw Activity: Suspension Alternatives
● S5: Read article: Common misconceptions of suspensions:
Ideas and alternatives
● Split the room up into three groups. Group 1 reads
misconception 1, group 2 reads misconception 2, and
group 3 reads misconception 3. (5 minutes to read)
● After reading, groups will discuss the misconceptions and
suggested alternatives (10 min to discuss)
● Groups of three will be formed with one person from group
1, one person from group 2, and one person from group 3.
● Each person shares misconceptions and suggested

















Everything we do as educators we do for our students. This is




School to Prison Pipeline PD Slides

Post PD Reflection Sheet
How to be an Antiracist Educator: School to Prison Pipeline
Reflection Questions:
1. What is the biggest takeaway from the professional development, How to
be an Antiracist Educator: School to Prison Pipeline?
2. How has this professional development shifted your thinking of your own
teaching practices?
3. In what ways will you work to eradicate suspensions and prevent students
from entering the school to prison pipeline?
Appendix C
Opportunity Gap
Opportunity Gap PD Lesson Plan
Time Activity Materials Citations
2:30-2:35 Welcome/Introductions
● S1: Welcome to the third session of How to be an Antiracist
Educator. Today we will focus on one way to close the
opportunity gap, developing strong relationships with our
students. First, we will spend 10 minutes on a team building
exercise so get excited. Then we will review what we
discussed in the last session. After we will jump into the
opportunity gap and how we can work to close it. And end
with our closing.
● S2: Here is the schedule for today’s session (read slide)
2:35-2:45 Team Building:
Educators will be numbered off to form small groups and answer
the following questions:
● S3: Who was your favorite teacher in elementary school?
Why? How did they make you feel?
● S4: Who was your least favorite teacher in elementary
school? Why? How did they make you feel?
Everyone comes back to the whole group. On a large chart paper,
How did your favorite teacher make you feel?, facilitator asks
participants to shout out descriptive words and writes them down (1
min)
Then, on another large chart paper, How did your least favorite
teacher make you feel?, facilitator again asks participants to shout















2:45-2:50 Review School to Prison Pipeline
● S5: Last time we discussed suspensions and how it
contributes to the school to prison pipeline. We covered the
negative outcomes of suspensions (read slide). Our jigsaw
activity reviewed alternatives to suspensions that identified
three misconceptions and the alternatives.
● S6: read slide
● S7: read slide
● S8: read slide
● S9: The reason why we work towards the alternatives of
suspensions is so that we can change these statistics for our
BIPOC students.
PowerPoint
2:50-3:25 Lesson: Opportunity Gap
● S10: (Name) can you read our first objective for today? (T
reads). Thank you! And (Name) can you read the second
objective? (T reads). Thank you! We also have our
agreement at the bottom that we created at the beginning of
the year together. Because it’s on the powerpoint and we
can’t sign our names to it, let's read the agreements all
together in lieu of signing our names. (choral read)
● S11: Implicit bias also shows up in the opportunity gap.
Who can jump in and read the definition of the opportunity
gap. (T reads) Thank you.
● S12: Implicit bias shows up to contribute to the opportunity
gap through (read first two bullet points). Implicit bias is
also evident in students with low socioeconomic status
because even when white and BIPOC students have low
SES the white students outperformed BIPOC students. With
someone next to you, discuss what the implications are of
this bullet point (2 minutes). Finally, property taxes also
contribute to the opportunity gap by determining how much
money is provided to schools.
● S13: One of the ways every educator in this room can work
to close the opportunity gap is to develop strong and
positive relationships with students. Positive teacher student
relationships lead to (read slide)
● S14: Another way schools can work to close the
opportunity gap is through teacher representation. Students
who had teachers that looked like them and shared the same
culture had (read slide)
● S15: To close the opportunity gap schools are responsible to
hire BIPOC teachers  but it is also educators’ responsibility
to foster a love of school. If BIPOC students do not feel
seen, heard, safe, nor celebrated they will not seek a career
in education when the time comes.
● S16: Now you will use the rest of the time for independent
work. Think of a student that needs you to be their
champion. Now, let’s look back at our anchor charts we
made at the beginning of the session. What can you do so
that your student feels how you felt with your favorite
teacher? Use the reflection sheet to help guide your
reflection. Also, with the lesson plan that you brought for
next week, you will add in times when you check in with





















We just spend a jam packed hour learning one way to close the
opportunity gap. As always, we are doing this for our students.




Opportunity Gap PD Slides

Opportunity Gap Independent Worksheet
How Can You be a Champion for Your Student?
Reflection Questions:
1. How do you want your student to feel when they are in your classroom?
2. What are your student’s behaviors telling you or asking of you?
3. What topics is your student interested in? How can you implement them
into your lessons, morning meeting, etc.? Make notes in your lesson plan
with time codes.
Opportunity Gap Post Reflection
How to be an Antiracist Educator: Opportunity Gap
Reflection Questions:
1. What is the biggest takeaway from the professional development, How to
be an Antiracist Educator: Opportunity Gap?
2. How has this professional development shifted your thinking of your own
teaching practices?
3. In what ways will you work to close the opportunity gap and create
strong, positive relationships with your students?
Appendix D
Culturally Relevant Pedagogy
Culturally Relevant Pedagogy Lesson Plan
Time Activity Materials Citations
2:30-2:35 Welcome/Introductions
● S1: Welcome to the fourth session of How to be an
Antiracist Educator. Today we will discuss culturally
relevant pedagogy, what it looks like and then you will
have the opportunity to add it into the lesson that you
brought with you today.




● S3: read slide
2:45-2:50 Review: Opportunity Gap
● S4: (Name) can you read our first objective for today?
(T reads). Thank you! And (Name) can you read the
second objective? (T reads). Thank you! We also have
our agreement at the bottom that we created at the
beginning of the year together. Because it’s on the
powerpoint and we can’t sign our names to it, let's read
the agreements all together in lieu of signing our
names. (choral read)
● S5: Today we will focus on culturally relevant
pedagogy but first let’s review what we talked about in
the last session. We know that implicit bias is the
unconscious manner that decides how we behave and
respond to people who are different from us. Implicit
bias effects how we develop relationships with people
including our students. But teacher student
relationships are important to close the opportunity gap
because (read slide)
● S6: We also see evidence to close the opportunity gap
through teacher representation. It is the school’s
responsibility to hire BIPOC teachers but it’s also the
educators responsibility to create the love of school in
BIPOC students so that they go into the profession.
PowerPoint
Slides
2:50-3:05 Lesson: Culturally Relevant Pedagogy
● S7: Culturally relevant pedagogy is a term coined by
Gloria Ladson-Billings in 1995 (read slide)
● S8: The education system is centered around
Whiteness, which leaves out 95% of our students who
attend this school. Culturally relevant pedagogy is a













the students in the classroom. All of our students have
the right to feel seen in their education.
● S9: Ladson-Billings observed many classrooms and
found that the educators who successfully implemented
CRP 1. (read) of course we all believe our students are
capable of success but this is where implicit bias comes
in and our actions show the opposite. 2. (read) again in
order to close the opportunity gap we need to change
the focus of education on white culture and teach based
on who our students are. 3. (read) this means thinking
about our students beyond the classroom. As educators
we need to think about our students not just as students
but as people out in society. As a Black boy, as a Latinx
girl learning English and talking about them in the
classroom. Take a moment to think about which one
you think will require the most practice.
● S10: Ladson-Billings also found that (read) students
noticed how the teacher treated Black students and did
their best to separate themselves from being grouped
with them. Therefore, (read). I see ‘maintain’ and
‘acknowledge’ being used a lot but we should not
simply accept our students’ cultures. I urge everyone to
celebrate your students.
● S11: CRP requires educators to be aware of political
influences that negatively affect students and their
communities. As educators of BIPOC students we
cannot ignore the injustices they face because as
Desmond Tutu says, “If you are neutral in situations of
injustice, you have chosen the side of the oppressor.”
Their lives cannot afford for us to be neutral. If we care
about our students we have to care about every aspect
of our students beyond the classroom. That is why
teacher representation is so important not only so that
students see themselves in their teachers but so that
teachers understand what students go through every
day. The reality is most of us can never understand












● S12: Now you are going to have time for independent
work. With the lesson plan you brought with you today,
you are going to incorporate culturally relevant
pedagogy as a way to work towards closing the
opportunity gap. Use the reflection sheet to help guide
you. I also encourage you to work with your grade
team to discuss how to incorporate cultural
representation in your lessons.
3:25-3:30 Closing
As I have said before, all this work that we do, we do it for our
Reflection
Sheet
students. We work to become antiracist educators so that all of
our students receive an education they deserve.
Culturally Relevant Pedagogy PD Slides

Culturally Relevant Pedagogy Independent Worksheet
Culturally Relevant Pedagogy Checklist











2. Does the lesson include
texts that represent students’
cultures?
3. Does the lesson center
White culture? (1=low,
2=medium, 3=high)
4. Does the lesson give
students the opportunity to
learn from each other?
5. Does the assessment
(formal/summative) include
questions that are culturally
relevant to your students?
6. Do the assessment questions
reflect high expectations of
the students?
Reflection Questions:
1. What cultures do your students bring to the classroom? Think of ways to celebrate their
culture in the classroom visually.
2. How can you show representation in your lessons? What books can you replace with
characters similar to your students?
3. What current events are happening that negatively affect their community? For example,
the Derek Chauvin trial and anti Asian hate crimes. How do they negatively affect your
students and their families?
4. How will you address these events? Schedule a time during the day for the discussion.
Culturally Relevant Pedagogy Post Reflection
How to be an Antiracist Educator: Culturally Relevant Pedagogy
Reflection Questions:
1. What is the biggest takeaway from the professional development, How to
be an Antiracist Educator: Culturally Relevant Pedagogy?
2. How has this professional development shifted your thinking of your own
teaching practices?
3. In what ways will you work to increase culturally relevant pedagogy in
your teaching practices beyond this session?
Appendix E
ESL Advocacy
ESL Advocacy PD Lesson Plan
Time Activity Materials Citation
2:30-2:35 Welcome/Introductions
● S1: Welcome to the first session in How to be an Antiracist
Educator. Today we will be discussing being an advocate for
ESL students and intentionally incorporating them into the
curriculum.
● S2: Here is the schedule for today’s session (read slide)
PowerPoint
2:35-2:45 Team Building
● S3: For our team building time you are going to share with a
partner next to you your favorite vacation you’ve had and
why. The trick is you have to tell the story without using the
letter ‘e’. The person with their birthday closest to today's
date will go first. Each person will get three minutes to
share. I will let you know when to switch partners.
● Partner A shares 3 minutes
● Partner B shares 3 minutes
● S4: Discussion Questions whole group: (4 min)
○ What challenges came up when sharing your story?




● S5: You are going to hear a children’s story in Arabic twice.
First, you will only listen. Try to listen for words you may
recognize. After, you will turn and talk and retell the story in
order of events.
● Play video (2:47)
● Now, turn and talk to retell the story (1 min)
● Come back in 3, in 2, in 1. Who would like to share and
retell the part of the story we listened to. (1 min)
● Now we will listen to the story and watch the video that
goes along with it (2:47)
● Now, turn and talk to retell the story (1 min)
● S6: Discussion questions




2:55-3:25 Lesson: ESL Advocacy
● S7: (Name) can you read our objective for today’s PD? (T
reads). Thank you! We also have our agreement at the
bottom that we created at the beginning of the year together.
Because it’s on the powerpoint and we can’t sign our names
to it, let's read the agreements all together in lieu of signing
our names. (choral read)







● S8: First, let's start with the definition of English language
learners (read slide)
● S9: English language learners have had a tumultuous history
with acceptance and rejection in the United States including
education.
○ Immigrants from Germany, France, and Spain were
able to continue to use their native languages and
incorporated them into their education.
○ Then in WWI because of the political climate,
German was no longer accepted in schools and
students were only taught in English.
○ In 1963, Cuban immigrants were accepted because
it showed they rejected communism and
bilingualism was respected
○ Unfortunately, in the 1980s, President Ronald
Reagan eliminated bilingual education and shifted
education to be English only.
○ Then, bilingualism in education was used again to
promote multiculturalism
○ Again, acceptance of English language learners
decreased when President George W. Bush limited
bilingual education
● S10: My research led me to the intersection of antiracism
and ELL students. Antiracist educators fight for their ELL
students. This means as advocates for ELL students we
believe that they have a right to an equitable education. The
following slides provide educators with a start to
incorporating ELLs into lessons and curriculum.
● S11: One way we can advocate for our ELL students is to
develop a relationship with families. Of course this is
something that is useful for all students but this can create
barriers because of language differences. Family
involvement increases academic achievement. The ways
educators can do this is (read slide). Collaboration with
families is key to students’ academic success.
● S12: Incorporating students’ home language is another key
strategy to incorporate ELLs in curriculum.
○ (read bullet point)
○ Students who are literate in their home language are
able to transfer what they know in their native
language into learning English. Students’ native
language should be viewed as an advantage to their
learning.
○ Incorporating students’ language is part of culturally
relevant teaching because it brings part of their
identities into their learning.
● S13: Using visuals while teaching new ideas, concepts, and
vocabulary is shown to be successful in teaching ELLs.
Anytime you can incorporate visuals into lessons will be



















































our activity was nearly impossible for those that do not
know Arabic and didn’t have visuals to provide context.
That is exactly how ELs feel in the classroom.
● S14: Background knowledge is used in lessons in order for
students to better understand new topics. These are three
ways educators can create opportunities to use background
knowledge.
○ When introducing a new topic class discussions help
ELs practice English orally and share their own
ideas and experiences that relate to the topic.
○ Giving students the opportunity to share their
personal experiences allows students to share what
they know.
○ This can also be used when using visuals including
pictures, videos, and slideshows and asking students
what they know about it can help students share
what they know and helps educators understand
what students know about the topic.
● S15: One strategy that is helpful for all English learners is
incorporating movement into lessons. This includes full
body movements and/or gestures.
○ Students who are learning a new language
experience a silent period. If students are forced to
speak during this silent period their stress increases
and the likelihood of wanting to speak decreases.
Educators often struggle to assess what their
students know but with Total Physical Response






































● Learning a new language can be extremely stressful because
it is not students only learning a new language but learning a
new culture and developing a new identity. Anything we can
do to reduce this stress will show how much we care about
our students and know what they are doing is incredibly
brave. Everything we do, we do for our students that
includes advocating for your students including English
language learners. Congratulations! You just made through
the series of How to Be an Antiracist Educator! Now it is
time to do the hard work and use what you learned for the




ESL Advocacy PD Slides

ESL Advocacy PD Reflection
How to be an Antiracist Educator: ESL
Reflection Questions:
1. What is the biggest takeaway from the professional development, How to
be an Antiracist Educator: ESL Advocacy?
2. How has this professional development shifted your thinking of your own
teaching practices?
3. In what ways will you work to incorporate ESL advocacy into your
teaching practices?
Additional Resources





































1. The New Jim Crow by Michelle
Alexander
2. The Fire Next Time by James
Baldwin
3. Unapologetic: A Black, Queer, and
Feminist Mandate for Radical
Movements by Charlene A.
Carruthers
4. I’m Still Here: Black Dignity in a
World Made for Whiteness by Austin
Channing
5. Reclaiming Our Space: How Black
Feminists Are Changing the World
from the Tweets to the Streets by
Feminista Jones
6. Hood Feminism by Mikki Kendall
7. How to be an Antiracist by Ibram X.
Kendi
8. Stamped from the Beginning by
Ibram X. Kendi
9. When They Call You a Terrorist by
Patrisse Khan-Cullors & Asha
Bandele
10. We Want to do More than Survive:
Abolitionist Teaching and the Pursuit
of Educational Freedom by Bettina
L. Love
11. Pushout: The Criminalization of
Black Girls in School by Monique
W. Morris
12. Mediocre: The Dangerous Legacy of
White Male America by Ijeoma Oluo
13. So You Want to Talk About Race by
Ijeoma Oluo
14. Me and White Supremacy by Layla
F. Saad
15. Between the World and Me by
Ta-Nehisi Coates
16. Why are All the Black Kids Sitting
Together in the Cafeteria? by
Beverly Daniel Tatum
17. Caste by Isabel Wilkerson
Antiracist Podcasts
1. The Anti-Racism Daily Podcast
2. Better Leaders Better Schools
3. The Black Scholars
4. Educating While Black
5. Educators for Social Justice
6. Intersectionality Matters
7. The Leading Equity Podcast
8. Teaching Hard History
9. Teaching While White
Building an Antiracist Classroom





2. Learning for Justice:
https://www.learningforjustice.org/cl
assroom-resources
3. Otis Teaching and Learning Center:
https://otis.libguides.com/tlc/anti_rac
ist_classroom






5. Zinn Education Project:
https://www.zinnedproject.org/materi
als
